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The objective of this program is to assess the present state-of-
the-art sawing technology of large diameter silicon ingots (3" and 4"
diameter) for solar sheet materials. During this program, work has
progressed in: (1) Slicing of the ingots with the multiblade slurry (MBS)
saw, the multiwire slurry (MWS) saw and the I.D. saw, (2) Characterization
of the sliced wafers, and (3) Analysis of add-on slicing cost based on
SAMICS.
Multiblade slurry slicing resulted in mechanical wafer yields of
95% for the 3" diameter ingot and 84% for the 4" diameter ingot (using
a 230 blade package to cut 6" ingot in length). A slicing test with the
I.D. saw was performed to obtain mechanical yield versus both wafer
thickness and cut rate, and the result showed a good yield (above 95%)
down to 7-8 mils of wafer thickness for the 3" wafers and 11-12 mils
for the 4" wafers if the cut rates were reduced to one (1) inch per
minute. An ingot of 3" in diameter and 3" in length was sliced with a
multiwire slurry saw to obtain wafer yield of about 97%; 163 wires were
used, and wafer thickness and kerf width were 10-11 mils and 8 mils,
respectively.
Thickness, taper, bow, and roughness (RMS) were measured to
characterize the sliced wafers. Four inch wafers sliced with the
multiblade slurry saw showed larger thickness variation (wafer to wafer)
and more taper than 3" wafers. Wafers sliced with the I.D. saw indicated
that taper, bow and roughness increased as the cut rate increased
(This effect was significant when cut rate was increased to above
-i-
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three (3) inches per minute). Comparison of the above parameters
showed the wafers cut with the I.D. saw (sliced below three (3) inch
per minute of cut rate) and the multiwire slurry saw have much smaller
values and variations than those cut with the multiblade slurry saw,
indicating the need for less removal of silicon before solar cell
formation. Also, the I.D. saw wafers showed slightly better
characteristics in parameters than those of the multiwire slurry saw.
Add-on slicing cost was evaluated based on Solar Array
Manufacturing Industry Costing Standard (SAMICS) for three slicing
types: MBS saw indicated a cost of $.80/wafer for 3" wafers and
$1.41/wafer for 4" wafers while MWS saw showed $.85/wafer for 3" wafers.
I.D. saw sliced at two (2) IPM of cut rate gave $.17/wafer for 3" wafer
and $.24/wafer for 4" wafers showing significant advantages over the
other two methods at present.
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.I. INTRODUCTION
Substrate pi-4paration in sheet form is a first step in solar cell
ir.,,rication. Sheets for silicon solar cells are often prepared from ingots
sliced by mechanical means. This slicing step results in loss of silicon
(called kerf loss), and this loss adds considerably to the overall cost because
already much expense has accrued in forming the ingots. A number of different
techniques for slicing silicon have been tried and some have seen limited to
production use. Methods tried include:
- Internal or outer diameter (I.D. or O.D.) wheel saw.
- Multiblade saw, using slurry, or diamond particles plated
to the blade.
- Multiwire saw, using slurry, or diamond particles plated
to the blade.
- Spark discharge with wires or blades.
- Pulsed laser discharge.
- Electro-chemical removal with current (etch-cutting)
- Ultra-high pressure (100,000 psi) water ,jet.
Among these techniques, the I.D. saw is the most extensively used in industry
and is a well developed method for preparing large area sheets from silicon
ingots for solar cells. Typical shortcomings of other techniques include
excessive taper, unpredictable work damage, low mechanical yield, a0d lack
of machine productivity (mainly because of slow cutting rate). The objective
of this program is to assess the present state-of-the-art sawing technology
of large diameter silicon ingots for solar sheet materials, with main emphasis
on the I.D. saw. Slicing by multiblade slurry slicing and multiwire slurry
is compared with I.D. slicing techniques.
s:	 b
During this contract, work has progressed in slicing of silicon
ingots with multiblad slurry (MBS) saw, internal diameter (I. q .) saw, and
multiwire slurry (MWS) saw. Three inch (3") and four inch (a") ingots were
sliced with both MBS saw and I.D. saw, while only a 3" ingot was sliced with
the MWS saw due to the limitation of the machine used. Mechanical properties
of the sliced wafers, such as thickness variation, bow, taper and surface
roughness, are identified and the blades (or wires) used in the test examined
using characterization techniques (such as S4M pictures, sectioning and
potting techniques, etc.). Finally, add-on slicing cost was evaluated based
on Solar Array Manufacturing Industry Costing Standards (SAMIC,S).
a
yr
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9II. TECHNICAL gISCUSSION
1.0 SLICING EXPERIMENTS
1.1 Multiblade Slurry (MBS) Saw Slicing
Slicing experiments were conducted using a Norton 686
wafering machine (same as Varian 686). A pre-assembled
blade package from Varian was loaded in the blade head and
aligned and tensioned (difficulty in alignment and tensioning,
especially in tensioning, forced OCLI to cease using pin type
blade packages which are cheaper than pre-assembled blade
packages). The blade packages with 230 blades (blade thickness
8 mils, spacer thickness 18 mils and blade depth 1/4") were
used to slice 6" ingot length for both 3" and 4" diameter ingots.
The slurry was a mixture of 12 lbs. of 400 grit SiC and 1.8 gallons
of P.C. oil. The load on the ingot per blade was about 100 grams
and a stroke length of 6 3/4" and a stroke rate of 100 cycles/minute
were used in this experiment.
The total slicing time was 10 hours for the 3" ingot and
20.5 hours for the 4" ingot, and mechanical yields (the
fraction of unbroken slices) were 95% and 84% for the 3" and
4" diameter ingot, respectively. The detailed slicing conditions
and their results are given in Table II-1.
-3-
TABLE II-1
MBS SAW SLICING CONDITIONS
INGOT DIAMETER, CM (INCH) 7.62	 ( 3 11 ) 10.16	 (4")
BLADE PACKAGE
Number of Blades 230 230
Spacer Thickness, own (mils) 0.457 (18) 0.457	 (18)
Blade Thickness, mm (mils) 0.203 (8) 0.203	 (8)
Blade Width, mm (inch) 6.35	 (1/4) 6.35	 (1/4)
SLURRY
Abrasive (400, SiC), Kg	 (lb) 5.4	 (12) 5.4	 (12)
Suspension Oil
	
(P.C.	 Oil),	 liter	 (gallon) 6.8	 (1.8) 6.8	 (1.8)
Mix,	 Kg/liter	 (lb/gallon) 0.79	 (6.7) 0.79	 (6.7)
Load on Blade, gram/blade 100 90
Blade Speed, cm/sec. 57 57
Wear Ratio --- 0.048
PRODUCTIVITY	 WAFER
cm 2/Machine/Hour 11005 771
cm2 /Blade/Hour 4.33 3.32
Yield, % 95 85
Yielded Wafer Area, m 2 1.0 1.58
Ingot Length, cm (inch) 15.24
	
(6) 15.24
	
(6)
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r	 1.2 Multiwire Slurry (MWS) Saw Slicing
A slicing experiment was performed by Yasi^naga Engineer
Co., ltd., using their YQ-100 wafering machine. The following
information on slicing was furnished by the company.
A 3" diameter ingot 3" in length was mounted on a
ceramic bloc'( with epoxy adhesive as in (a) of Figure II-1.
(Note: limitation of the machine prohibited slicing 4"
diameter ingot or longer ingot.) With this mounting configura-
tion, the wire started to cut the ingot and the mounting block at
the time when wire reaches position A-A. As a consequence the
initial slicing conditions change and the cuttin g speed decreases
drastically, If the surface of the ceramic block is uneven, the
wire often slips out of the position, causing saw marks on the
surface of the wafers (graphite may be a better material for this
purpose). However, there is less trouble if the ingot has a flat
side and in (b) of Figure II-1. In this case, the ingot is sliced
first and the mounting block afterward. A piece of glass was a
suitable mounting material and gave lesser trouble than other
materials.
Diameter of the wire was 0.16 mm (6.3 mils) and number of
wires under cutting was 163. Slurry was a mixture of 5 Kg
of 16 um alumina powder and 3 Kg of lapping oil. Total slicing
time was 8:35 hours and a mechanical wafer yield of 97% was
obtained. Detailed slicing conditions are given in Table II-2.
-5-
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(a)
(b)
FIGURE II-1 - INGOT MOUNTING FOR MULTIWIRE SLURRY SAW SLICING
(a) ON CERAMIC
(b) ON GLASS
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TABLE II-2
MWS SAW SLICING CONDITIONS
INGOT
Diameter, cm (inch) 7.62	 (3)
Length, cm (inch) 7.62	 (3)
WIRE
Roller Pitch, mm (mils) 0.47	 (18.5)
Diameter of Wire, mm tmils) 0.16	 (6.3)
Number of Wires Under Cutting 163
Mean Unit Weight, g/cm/wire 13
Total Wire Tension, Kg 1.7
Breaking Point of Wire,	 Kg 5.7
Wire Feed Rate, m/min. 8
Reciprocation of Wire, cycle/min. 65
Wears of Wire, um 12
SLURRY
Abrasive, GC #1000 (16Um), Kg 5
Lapping Oil,
	 P.C.	 Oil,	 Kg 3
Wafer Thickness, mm (mils) 0.27	 (10.6)
Kerf Width, mm (mils) 0.20	 (7.9)
Slicing Time,	 hours 8:35
Mechanical	 Yield, % 97
Yielded Wafer Area, m2 0.72
Productivity, cm2 /machine/hour 840
-7-
1,; Internal Diameter (.I.D.) Saw Slicing
Slicing experiments were carried out using wafering
machines from Silicon Technology Corporation; Model STC-16
was used for slicing 3" ingots and Model STC-22 for 4" ingots.
I.D. of a blade for STC-16 was 6" and the thickness of a diamond
plated edge and core (stainless steel) of the standard blade
were about 11-12 mils and 4 mils, respectively. The I.D. of
a standard blade for STC-22 was 8" and the thickness of diamond
edge and core were about 13-14 mils and 6 mils, respectively.
1.3.1 Wafer Yield Versus Wafer Thickness and Cut Rate
Mechanical wafer yield versus wafer thickness at
two cut rates, one (1) IPM and two (2) IPM, were obtained
using standard blades and a normal mode of slicing
operation (described in the First Quarterly Peport (1) ) for
both 3" and 4" ingots. The results showed good riechanical
yields (above 95) down to 7-8 mils of wafer thickness for
the 3" wafers and 11-12 mils for the 4" wafers if the cut
rates reduced to one (1) IPM. The slicing conditions are
given in Table II-3, and the plots of mechanical yields versus
wafer thickness and cut rate are given in Figure II-2 for the
3" wafer and Figure II-3 for the 4" wafer.
Difficulties in slicing thin wafers, less than
7 mils 3" wafers for example, were experienced due to
the mechanical instability of a I.D. blade. At constant
cut rates the stress on the blades is greatest at the
beginning and end of the cut, causing flutter and surface
damage (2)
	Programmed cut rates are designed to reduce
-8-
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TABLE II-3
I.D. SAW SLICING CONDITIONS
INGOT SIZE, CM (INCH) 7.62	 (3") 10.16	 (411)
Machine STC-16 STC-22
BLADE
I.D.,	 cm	 (inch) 15.24	 (6) 20.32	 (8)
O.D.,	 cm	 (inch) 42.23	 (16-5/8) 55.88	 (22)
Core Thickness, mm (mils) 0.10	 (4) 0.15	 (6)
Diamond Thickness, mm (mils) 0.28,-0.30	 (11-12) 0.33,-0.36	 (13-14)
Blade Rotation,	 R.P.M. 2,100 1,650
Blade Return Speed, cm/min	 (inch/min) 38.1	 (15) 38.1	 (15)
Blade Stroke, cm (inch) 8.13	 (3.2) 10.67	 (4.2)
Blade Dressing, After Number of Slices 50 25
COOLANT
Flow Rate, cc/min 120 140
Mix Ratio, Water:	 Rust-Link 80:1 80:1
Cut Rate,	 Inch/Minute 1	 2 1	 2
4.5	 2.4Slicing Cycle, Minute/Wafer 3.4 1.8
Productivity (Wafer), cm'/Machine/Hour 800 1,510 1,090 2,040
-9-
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damage by maintaining constant pressure throughout the
cut, resulting in more uniform surface quality and longer
blade life. Experiments were performed to control cut
rates manually; initially one quarter of the wafer was sliced
by (approximate) linearly increasing the cut rate from
0.1 to 1.3 IPM. The middle half of the wafer was cut at
constant rate (ti 1.3 IPM) and the last quarter of the wafer was
sliced with decreasing cut rate. Average cut rate was
approximately one (1) IPM and a wafer thickness of about 5 mils
was obtained experimentally. This result might not give
any impact on reduction of wafer cost due to difficulties
associated with the handling of thin wafers. However,
this experiment indicates a possibility of significant
improvement in wafer yields and less surface damage with
uniform distribuiton.
To see the effect of cut rate on mechanical yield and
wafer parameters, a cut rate of up to five (5) IPM was
applied to slice 3 1' wafers of 12 mils thickness. From the
sample size of 10 wafers, 100% wafer yield was obtained below
three (3) IPM of cut rate and breakage of wafer started at
three (3) IPM. At five (5) IPM of cut rate all the wafers
were broken (mostly by the last cutting edge of the
wafer), often showing step changes in thickness of the
wafer. Figure II-4 gives a picture of broken wafers
4
^-	 sliced at high cut rates, (a) four (4) IPM, (b) five(5)
IPM, and a middle arc in (b) indicates a step change in wafer
thickness. Mechanical wafer yield versus cut rate (up to
E	 5 IPM of cut rate) is plotted in Figure II-5.
-12-
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(a)
(b)
FIGURE I1-4 - BREAKAGE OF WAFERS SLICED Al HIGH
CUT RATES OF I.D. SAW
(a) FOUR (4) INCH/MINUTE
(b) FIVE (5) INCH/MINUTE
SLICING DIRECTION IS FROM TOP TO
BOTTOM AND STEP CHANGE IN THICK-
NESS IS SHOWN IN (b)
-13-
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1.3.2 Thin Blade Slicing
Four (4) thin I.D. blades (two for 6" I.D. blade
and two for 8" I.Q. blade) were delivered from Semiconductor
Materials, Inc. (SM:). Thicknesses of the core and diamond
edge of the blade were about 5.2-5.4 mils and 12.2-12.4 mils
for 8" I.U. blade and 4.2-4.4 mils and 9.5-10 mils
for 6" I.D. blade, respectively. The same tensioning
procedure was applied for the blades and other slicing
parameters were maintained the same.
Wafers of 12 mils in thickness were sliceu from the
4" ingot at two cut rates; l I?M and 2 IPM. From the
sample sizes of 25, mechanical yields of 100% and
85% were obtained at cut rate of l IPM and 2 IPM,
respectively. Average kerf width was about 12 mils, showing
slight increase in kerf width at higher cut rate (12.3 mils
at 2 IPM of cut rate versus 12 mils at 1 IPM of cut rate).
Average kerf width for 6" thin I.D. blade was about 10 mils,
Quantitative slicing data could not be obtained due to
short lifetime of the blades,
-15-
1.3.3 Accelerometer Results
to study the influence of mechanical vibration
caused by a blade on wafer yields and quality of sliced
wafers, an accelerometer (BBN, #507) was pressed on ingots
to be sliced and electrical output was detected by an
oscilloscope.
Figure 11-6 represents the output of the accelerometer
while slicing 3" ingot using 6" I.D. blade, The picture
shows background noise in (a) and output at 2.5 IPM
of cut rate in (b) in which increase in frequency and
amplitude was noticed. The effect of blade dressing
was detected by the output of the accelerometer. The
top picture of Figure 11-7 was taken while wafers were
showing severe saw marks; and the bottom picture was
taken while slicing without saw marks after blade dressing.
Periodicity was observed in (a) and the period of the wave
envelope was about the same R.P.M. of the 1.0. blade
(Al 2,100 R.P.M.). Preliminary results indicates that better
surface quality could be achieved in the absence of periodicity
(wave envelope) in output signal of the accelerometer.
-16-
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(a)
( b )
FIGURE II-C,- TYPICAL OUTPUT OF AN ACCELEROMETER
OF I.D. SAW SLICING.
HORIZONTAL lOms/div AND VERTICAL
0.05V/div.
(a) WHILE IDLING
(b) WHILE SLICING
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(a)
(b)
FIGURE 11-7- OUTPUT OF AN ACCELEROMETER AT TWO
DIFFERENT I.D. BLADE CONDITIONS.
HORIZONTAL 10ms/div AND VERTICAL
0.02V/div.
(a) 13AD CONDITIONS, SHOWING SAW
MARKS ETC.
(b) GOOD CONDITIONS.
4
2.1 Wafers
After the wafers were demounted, degreased and cleaned,
thickness, bow and roughness (RMS) were measured. Their
average values, standard deviations, and ranges were obtained.
Thickness was measured at seven points on each slice using a
dial gauge (Mitutoyo, Model DGS-E), one at the center and six at
points 120 degrees apart, and an average of these seven points
data represented a thickness of a single wafer.
Bow is measured by supporting a wafer on three points
120 degrees apart in the periphery. The center position of
the slice relative to the three points is defined as bow.
Bow was measured by a Brown & Sharp bow gauge. Taper was determined
by taking the difference between the maximum and minimum slice
thickness measured. Surface roughness (RMS) was measured in
parallel to the cutting direction, using a Metro-surf (Model 181,
Airtronics, Illinois). Surface profiles of the sliced wafers were
obtained on a X-Y recorder using Dek-Tak (Sloan), and SEM
pictures were taken to see the surface features of the sliced
wafers.
2.1.1 MBS Saw Wafers
From 60 slices of each ingot size, an average thick-
ness of 13.2 mils for the 3" diameter ingot and 13.0 mils for
the 4" ingot as obtained using the same blade package.
Average bow indicated 1.1 mils for the 3" wafers and 0.81 mils
-19-
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	 for the 4" wafers, and average taper showed 1.7 mils and
2.4 mils for the 3" and 4" wafers, respectively. (See Table
II-7 and Table II-8 for details.)
2.1.2 MWS Saw Wafers
An average thickness of 10.7 mils with kerf width
of 7.0 mils as obtained from 32 samples of 3" sliced
wafers. Average bow and roughness (RMS) were about 0.37 mils
and 0.56 tram, respectively. Average taper inidcated 0.53 mils
and this is mainly due to the change in kerf width, which
is caused by the wear of abrasives and wire as the slicing
progresses, consequently leading to thin wafers at the start
and thick wafers at the last cutting edge of the wafers.
Detailed characterization parameters of the sliced
wafers are given in Table II-4.
2.1.3 I.D. Saw Wafers
Definition of standard blade and thin blade was given
in previous slicing experiment (Section 1.3).
Wafers SlicedBy" Standard Blades
From the slicing experiment which determined the wafer
yields versus wafer thickness and cut rate (1 IPM and 2 IPM
of cut rate), an average bow and roughness (RMS) of the
3" wafers cut at 1 IPM were about 0.52 mils and 0.37 jam,
respectively, while taper showed values less than 0.2 mils.
Generally, an acr . ,-tcy of taper was limited by the accuracy
-20-
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TABLE II-4
CHARACTERIZATION OF WAFERS SLICED WITH MWS SAW
GOT S ZE CA (INCH)  .2	 3
THICKNESS, mm (mils)
Average 0.269	 (10.61)
Standard Deviation 0.005	 (0.19)
Range 0.265%0.285 (10.43ti11.23)
TAPER, um (mils)
Average 13	 (0.53)
Standard Deviation 5.8	 (0.23)
Range 7.6n,35.6	 (0.3%1.4)
BOW, um (mils)
Average 9.4	 (0.37)
Standard Deviation 8.1	 (0.32)
Range 2.5ti38.1	 (0.1ti1.5)
ROUGHNESS (RMS), um
Average 0.56
Range 0.46 0.78
a
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of thickness measurements using a dial gauge. The 4" wafers
showed similar values in taper and roughness (RMS). However,
a slightly increased bow was observed for the 4" wafers,
compared with the 3" wafers. [Detailed parameters of typical
wafer thickness (about 4 mils) are given in Table II-7 and
Table II-8 and those of the other wafer thicknesses were
reported in reference (1)].
Effects of cut rate on wafer parameters was obtained
from a 3 1" ingot. Wafer tickness of 12 mils was chosen and
the measured parameters are given in Table II-5. Starting
at 3 IPM of cut rate, significant increase in bow and taper
was observed. Breakage of wafers and excessive saw marks on
one face of the slices wafers started at 4 IPM of cut rate.
Roughness (RMS) had a tendency to increase slowly as the
cut rate increased. (Note: roughness values tabulated are
meas".ired on smooth face of the wafers, the other side of
the wafer which has saw marks showed roughness (RMS)
values up to 1.5 um). Ranges and average values of bow,
taper, and roughness (RMS) are plotted at different cut
rates in Figure II-8, Figure II-9, and Figure II-lp,
respectively. Instead of thickness, kerf width versus
cut rate is platted in Figure II-11.
Wafers Sliced By Thin Bl ades
Twelve (12) mils wafers were sliced from the 4" ingot
at two cut rates (1 IPM and 2 IPM) and the detailed wafer
parameters are shown in Table II-6. In general, the
wafers sliced with thin I.D. blades indicated a wider
-22-
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variation in thickness and an increase in bow and taper than
the wafers cut with the standard blades. In some Gases,
2 mils of taper resulted from slicing a 3" ingot, using
a 61" I.D. thin blade which ultimately caused short lifetime
(^ 300 cuts) of the blade. This could possibly be due to a
mechanical instability (fluttering or wandering) of a blade
of thin core or the difficulty of conditioning of thin
diamond plated cutting edge.
2.1.4 Comparison of Wafer Parameters
The parameters obtained from the wafers of three (3)
different slicing type, MBS saw, MWS saw, and I.D. saw, were
compared for the evaluation of the mechanical quality of the
sliced wafers.
Thickness variation, from wafer to wafer and within
a single wafer, of the MBS wafer were higher than those of the
I.D. saw and MWS saw. Bow and roughness (RMS) also indicated that
the MBS saw wafers showed about a factor of two higher values than
those with the I.Q. saw wafers. In general, comparison of the
parameters indicated that the wafers sliced with the I.D. saw and
MWS saw had much smaller values and variations, than those with
the MBS saw, indicating the need for less removal of silicon before
solar cell fabrication. Wafers sliced by the I.D. saw (cut at
or below 2 IPM of cut rate) showed slightly better mechanical
quality than those with the MWS saw. Detailed comparison
of the parameters for different slicing types is given in
Table II-7 for the 3" wafers and in Table II-8 for the 4"
a
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wafers. Bow, taper, and roughness (RMS) are plotted for
3" wafers in Figure II-12, Figure II -13, and Figure II -14,
respectively.
Surface profiles of the sliced wafers were obtained using
a Dek-Tak from Sloan. Typical surface profiles of the wafers
are given in Figure II -15: The I.D. saw wafers sliced
at 2 IPM of cut rate (b) shows slightly increased surface
roughness than the wafers sliced at 1 IPM of cut rate (a).
However, a surface profile of a wafer sliced with MBS saw
(c) shows a significant increase in roughness at the surface
compared with those with the I.D. saw and MWS saw (d),
Wafers sliced with the MWS saw show same surface roughness
with the wafers sliced at 2 IPM of cut rate with the I.D. saw.
SFM pictures of the wafers sawn by three different slicing
techniques are given in Figure II-16. The pictures
indicated that surface roughness increases in the order
ID-MWS-MBS, showing an agreement with the results obtained
from Figure II-16: This is well illustrated in (a) of the
figure and also in pictures taken at high magnification
(a, b, and c of the figure). One unique surface feature
was observed from the wafer sliced with MWS saw, (c) in
the figure, in which several distinct lines were identified.
The lines could possibly be micro-cracks introduced during
slicing operation. Further investigation is suggested.
-30-
TABLE I1-7
COMPARISON OF 3" WAFER PARAMETERS
.µ
t
a
SLICING TYPE MBS MWS
1	 IPM 2 Ipm
AVERAGE 13.2 10.6 14.0 14.0
S. DEVIATION 1.02 0.19 <O.1 <0.1
RANGE 10.4,,,16.6 10.4ti11.3 14.0ti14.1 14.N14.1
AVERAGE 1.1 0.37 0.37 1.4
* S. DEVIATION 0.51 0.32 0.17 0.18
0
CIO
RANGE 0.3%2.3 0. bA . 5 0. IA. 75 1	 1.341.8
AVERAGE 1.7 0.53 0.1 0.1
a S. DEVIATION 0.59 0.23 <0.1 <0.1
RANGE 0.343 0.3ti1.4 <0.2 <0.2
N AVERAGE 1.2 0.56 0.37 0.57
w
z
x
c^
RANGE 0.841.6 0.46%0.78 0.34'40.4 0.54ti0.61
* Measured in Micrometers
**Measu red in Mils
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TABLE II-8
COMPARISON OF 4" WAFER PARAMETERS
SLICING TYPE MBS
.D.
1	 IPM 2 IPM
AVERAGE 13.0 14.1 14.1
NNW
S. DEVIATION 1.32 <0.2 <0.1
RANGE 9.5x,16.4 13.814.2 14.0ti14.2
AVERAGE 0.81 0.47 0.33
S.	 DEVIATION 0.34 0.29 0.16
0
m
RANGE 0.25,v1.5 0.1-v0.9 0.1,,0.6
AVERAGE 2.4 0.2 0.2
a S.	 DEVIATION 0.7 <0.1 <0.1
a
RANGE 0.9%5 <0.3 <0.3
V) AVERAGE 1.2 0.42 0.52W
2C7
RANGE 0.8,b1.5 0.36ti0.54 0.43ti0.59
* Measured in Micrometers.
**Measured in Mils.
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FIGURE II-16 - SEM PICTURES OF THE SURFACE OF THE WAFERS SAWN DY
THREE DIFFERENT SLICING TYPES
(a) I.D., MWS AND MBS WAFERS AT LOW MAGNIFICATION;
20OX
(b) MBS WAFER AT HIGH MAGNIFICATION; 2000X
(c) MWS WAFER AT HIGH MAGNIFICATION; 2000X
(d) I.D. WAFER AT HIGH MAGNIFICATION; 2000X
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F	 2.2 Blades and Wires
2.2.1 MBS Saw Blades
The wear ratio, defined by the volume of a blade
worn out divided by the volume of silicon removed during
cutting, was about 0.048. After one slicing experiment
with a 4" ingot, wear of blade thickness was negligible
and maximum wear of blade width (or depths) was about 2.6 (mm);
corresponding to 40% wear of a new blade. The lifetime
of a blade was considered to be 60% wear of the new blade ()
Figure II-17 shows a boundary between the wear part and intact
part (blade width) of blade after one slicing of a 4" ingot.
2.2.2 MWS Saw Wires
The following information was furnished by Yasunaga
Engineering Co., Ltd.
High tension wire (Music steel wire) with 0.16mm in
diameter was used for the slicing and about 5800m (0.92 Kg)
of the wire was consumed. Wear of the wire after slicing
was approximately 12um in diameter. Lifetime of the wire was
suggested to be around 15%* wear in diameter of a new wire
and used wires are not recommended for second run because
the old wires have a tendency to be twisted, causing
a danger of breakage of the wires in the middle of the run.
Also, irregular wear of a wire (along the length and the
*Personal communication with technical staff of Geos
Corporation (sales representative of Yasunaga wire saw).
-41-
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FIGURE 11-17 - A BLADE FROM A MULTIBLADE PACKAGE
OF A MDS SAW AFTER SLICING A 4"
DIAMETER S1 INGOT. A BOUNDARY
BETWEEN WEAR PART AND INTACT PART
IS SHOWN HERE. (0.25 INCH/DIV.)
-42-
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(c)
FIGURE 11-18 - SI.M PICTURES OF MWS SAW WIRES:
(a) A NEW WIRE
(b) A USED WIRE AFTER SLICING A SILICON INGOT
OF 3" DIAMETER AND 3" IN LEGHT
(c) SURFACE FEATURE OF A USED WIRE AT NIGHER
MAGNIFICATION
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cross section of the wire) will contribute to the wire
breakage. JPL SEM pictures of a new wire (a) and a wire
(b) which was used once for slicing a 3" ingot are given
in figure II-18. Reduction in diameter of the used wire
was notices in (b) and relatively uniform wear of the wires
are observed from bott, (b) and (c) of the figure.
2.2.3 I.D. Saw Blades
Blade lifetime (number of cuts) is limited by various
reasons: excessive taper and saw marks which cannot be
corrected either by dressing or retensioning of the bladA,
or earning-out of diamond edge which will cause breakage of
wafers. The quality of a specific blade, and operator skill
to maintain good blade condition are very important parameters
to maintain long blade lifetime. Effective cooling of a
blade during slicing operation is also an important factor
to.influence the lifetime.
Under normal operation conditions (average two IPM
of cut rate and mixed load conditions), the average lifetime
of the standard blade was over 4,000 cuts for the 6" I.D.
blade (blade for slicing 3" diameter ingots) and over
5,000 cuts for the 8" I.D. blade (blade for slicing 4"
diameter ingots). SEM picutres of worn-out I.D. blades
indicated excessive wear of diamord particles at the
cutting edge of the blade in (b) of figure II-19, and
fracture of diamond particles and glazing of the ingot
-45-
(a)
(b)
FIGURE II-1Q - SEM PICTURES OF I.D. BLADES AT DIAMOND
PLATED CUTTING EDGE; 120X MAGNIFICATION
(a) A NEW BLADE
(b) A WORN-OUT BLADE
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FI(;iIRE II-;'0 - SEM PICTURES OF I.D. BLADES; SIDE VIEW OF
DIAMOND PLATED CUTTING EDGE; 500X MAGNI-
FICATION
M
( a )
(a) A NEW BLADE
(b) A WORN-OUT BLADE
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fixing material (epoxy) were observed from the side view
of diamond plated cutting edge in (b) of figure II-20.
Lifetime data of the thin I.D. blades was obtained
from the limited number of test blades from Semiconductor
Materials, Inc. (SMI): about 300 cuts and 3,000 cuts from
two 6" I.D. blades, and 2,500 cuts and 3,000 cuts from two
8" I.D. blades, which indicates less than half of the life
of standard blades. In general, difficulties of using
thin blades were experienced mainly due to poor wafer yield,
poor wafer quality and short lifetime of the blades. SEM
pictures of the worn-out thin I.D. blades, figure II-21
point out some problems associated with thin I.D. blades,
showing non-uniform wear in (a) and chipping in (b) at the cutting
edge of the blades. Wear of diamond particles at the cutting
edge does not seem to be a major problem of low blade life-
time at present.
For an I.D. blade, kerf width decreases as the slicing
continues, mainly,. due to the wear and pull-out of diamonds.
Thus, a kerf width of an I.D. blade at specific conditions
should be an average kerf width of the blade during the
lifetime. From thin blades, both 6" I.D. and 8" I.D.
kerf width versus blade history (number of cuts) are plotted
in figure II-22, in which about two mils of kerf width reduction
is indi.,ated from the 8" I.D. blade. In the figure, ends
of lines represent the lifetime of the blades and typical
case of standard blades are obtained for comparison.
-48-
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FIGURE II-21 - SEM P ICTURES OF USED I.D. BLADES THIN
BLADES SHOWING:
(j) I RREGULAR WEAR AT CUTTING EDGE
(h) CHIPPING AT CUTTING EDGE
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Input data for SA,OCS were obtained from the slicing experiments
performed and the costs were estimated based on SAMICS Workbook
(September, 1977). Cost assessment on wire saw slicing was obtained from the
information supplied by the manufacturer who did a slicing test for
this project. For the clarity of the assessment, major assumptions are
identified and detailed input data is given in Appendices. All the cost
information given here is based on the price year 1977.
1.0 ADD-ON SLICING COST
MBS saw slicing method is a batch process (versus continuous). Thus
a batch of 219 wafers for the 3" wafers and 193 wafers for the 4" wafers
were selected from the wafer yields obtained. Detailed input data for
capital equipment, space, labor, materials and utilities is given in
Appendix I. The add-on slicing costs per yielded wafer were $0.80 and
$1.41 for the 3" wafers and the 4" wafers, respectively, corresponding
to $177/m2 for the 3" wafers and $174/m2 for the 4" wafers. Important
assumptions are: (1) the blade package can be used three (3) times for
the 3" ingot and one and a half (1-1/2) times for the 4" ingots, and
(2) the slurry is used only once; in other words, not recycled.
Add-on slicing cost for MWS saw was obtained from the slicing
information sheets that OCLI sent to Yasunaga Engineering Co.
A wafer yield of 97% for the 3" wafers gave a batch process of 158
yielded wafers and the cost was estimated to be around $0.85/wafer
or $186/m2 . Detailed input data is given in Appendix III. The major
assumption is that the wire and the slurry were not recycled.
-51-
hAdd-on slicing cost of the I.D. saw varies depending on the cut rate
and yield etc. Dependence of wafer yields on wafer thickness is well
demonstrated in the experiments (see Figure I-2 and Figure I-3) and,
within a certain range of cut rate (i.e. below 3 IPM of cut rate),
mechanical wafer yield is constant down to a certain limit of wafer
thickness; this limit is estimated to be in the range of 12-14 mils.
In this range slicing tests showed yields close to 100%, experimentally.
However, from practical industry production, 96% wafer yield was used
for the cost assessment. Detailed input data for the add-on slicing
cost is given in Appendix II for both 3" and 4" wafers sliced at
two (2) IPM of cut rate, giving the cost of $0.17/wafer ($37/m 2 ) for
the 3" wafers and $0.24/wafer ($30/m 2 ) for the 4" wafers (same
wafer thickness sawn with MBS saw was intentionally chosen for
proper comparison in overall wafer cost). To see the effect of
cut rate on overall add-on slicing cost, Table III-1 is included.
The table suggests that significant reduction in the cost can be
expected by increasing the cut rate from one (1) I1311 to two (2) IPM,
indicating that the cost related to the machine productivity, such as
capital equipment and space, are the major factors within this range
of cut rate. However, smaller reduction of the cost is expected
beyond three (3) IPM of cut rate, since some other factors, such as
labor and materials start to play the iominant role in the cost.
2.0 WAFER COST
Wafer cost includes material (Si) cost in addition to add-on
slicing cost. Table III-2 gives wafer costs of different slicing types
at various ingot price levels. The main purpose of this table is to
-52-
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DEPENDENCE OF ADD-ON SLICING
	
0RIG114AIJ r
COST (SAMICS) ON CUT RATE OF I.D. SAW
INGOT SIZE 311 411
Cut
Inch Min, $/wafer $/M
$/m a
$/wafer
fer
1 0.29 64
0. 
30. 9
9
T290.19
48
2 0.17 37 24 30
3 0.13 23:]
NOTE,
I. Dependence of blade lifetime and wafer yield
(96%) on cut rate of I.D. saw was not considered.
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see the effect of material (Si) cost on overall wafer cost and not to
compare with the cost between different slicing types because different
wafer thicknesses were considered and they are also not optimized
thicknesses. By decreasing ingot ;price three (3) times, from $150/Kg
to $50/Kg, wafer cost reduced less than two (2) times; for both MBS and
MW5 saw slicing while decreasing the cost two and a half (2-1/2) times
for the I.D. saw slicing, implying material cost (Si) is dominant factor
in the I.D. saw wafers while it is less dominant in the MBS and MWS
saw wafers.
Thickness dependence of wafer cost was obtained from the wafers
sliced with the I.D. saw. Table II1-3 gives a silicon cost per unit
yielded area, in which actual thickness dependence of wafer yield was
considered from the slicing tests performed at two cut rates (one IPM
and two IPM). A final wafer cost, which is a sum of silicon cost and
add-on slicing cost, is obtained in Table III-5. Reasonable prediction
in add-on cost given in Table III-4 in which yield factors are also
incorporated. Figure III-1 is a plot of Table I1I-5, showing wafer cost
versus wafer thickness and cut rate (or yield) at three different years.
The figure indicates that a significant reduction in wafer cost can be
achieved by decreasing both the wafer thickness and the cut rate.
However, the advantages of fast cutting were observed for wafers of
thickness greater than about 12 mils leading to low add-on cost.
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VIII, 3
^ILIWM C S SAMI S P R MNIT , YIEQEQ AREA
F " WAEERS . A$ A F N T ON OF WAFER THI KNESSi I.D. SAW
WAFER
TNM^KNESSo
YIELDS OBTAINED COST,	
m
2 IPM
,
197§ 1980 1 1982 1982
16 1.00 .98 259 194 108 264 198 110
14 1.00 .96 240 180 100 250 188 104
12 1.00 .92 222 166 92 241 181 100
10 1.00 .82 203 152 85 247 186 103
8 1.00 .60 184 138 77 307 230 128
6 0 0 00 00 00 00 00 00
NOTE
1. Kerf Width: 1 2 mils
2. Yields Obtained From Figure II-2
3. Cost of Ingot: 1978 - 120 $/Kg
1980 - 90 $/Kg
1982 - 50 $/Kg
r
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TABLE III-A
SLICING ADD-ON COSTS SAMI S PER UNIT YIELDED AREA
QF 3" WAFERS AS A FUNCTION OF WAFER THICKNESS; I.D. SAW
WAFER
THICKNESS,
m
CUT ATIE. U
MILS 1978 1980 1982 1978 1980	 1 1982
16 55 35 15 31 20 10
14 55 35 15 31 21 10
12 55 35 15 33 22 11
10 55 35 15 37 24 12
8 55 35 15 50 33 17
6 m Go w a co
ASSUMPTIONS
1. Slicing Add-On
Year 1978: 55
1980: 35
1982:	 15
2. Slicing Add-On
Year 1978: 30
1980: 20
1982: 10
Cost at 1 Inch/Minute of Cut Rate:
$/m2
$/m2	At 100% Yield
$/m2
Cost at 2 Inch/Minute of Cut Pate:
$/in2
$fn)	 At 100% Yield
$/m2
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TABLE , 1II I^5
WAFER COST (SAMICS) PER UNIT YIELDED AREA
OF 3" WAFER AS A FUNCTION OF WAFER THICKNESS] I
—
.Q,_ SAW
WAFER
THICKNESS,
COST	 $/ 2
CUES IPM CUT RATE	 IPt'^
MILS 1978 1	 1980 1	 9 1978 1980 1982
16 314 229 123 295 218 120
14 295 215 115 281 209 114
12 277 201 107 274 203 111
10 258 187 100 284 210 115
8 239 173 92 357 263 145
6 ca co co 00 co ca
1,11
—58—
FI
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3.O REDUCTION PQTENTIAL
3.1 MBS Saw
Assessment of add-on slicing cost from these specific slicing
tests might not have used optimized slicing conditions for the MBS
saw. However, the slicing condition was the one that OCLI has used
to slice silicon ingots for solar cell fabrication for last ten
years without giving any significant risk of spoiling whole
ingots or in wafer yields. Optimistic add-on slicing costs can
possibly decrease to about $0.501wafer for the 3" wafers if the pin
type blade package (price is about one third of the preassembled
blade package) can be successfully applied to achieve the same wafer
yield, wafer 0i ckness and quality, and if labor related costs can
be reduced by automation or elimination of P.C. oil as a suspension
media.
Comparison of add-on slicing cost of different slicing types
is shown in Table III-6, in which priority for future cost reduction
effort can be seen. It suggests that cost reduction for the MBS
saw slicing strongly depends on success in reducing the cost
incurred by direct material and direct labor, especially direct
material in which the blade package and slurry form a major portion
of the cost. Increase in productivity, by increasing number of blades
using an inexpensive method, can further reduce the cost by reducing
the cost related to capital equipment and space.
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f
3.2 MWS Saw
The slicing performed may not have been most economical
condition for the machine. Further reduction in cost can possibly
be achieved with the existing system by better utilization of wires
and slurry, and by elimination of P.C. oil as a suspension
media. This will decrease both direct labor and direct material
cost. By increasing the wire lifetime two times, recycling slurry
twice and improvement in oil degreasing step, reduction in add-on
cost for the 3" wafers can lead to about $0.50/wafer.
At present the machine has limited capacity to handle large
diameter or long ingots; the maximum limit is 4" diameter and
4" in length. Scale up of the machine will bring cost reduction
by increasing the machine productivity.
3.3 1. D. Saw
Among the three slicing types discussed, the I.D. saw is the
only slicing method where automation from slicing of an ingot to
.final wafer cleaning is possible due to its continuous slicing
characteristics. This automation process is commercially available
with an additional capital cost. Using this system, preliminary
results indicated that two cents (2¢) of cost reduction can be
achieved for the 3" wafers, resulting in $0.15/wafer. Future
cost reduction can be expected in the following areas; increase
in machine productivity and decrease in kerf width. Machine
productivity can be achieved by
-62-
1) Ganging two or more blades
2) Programmed slicing; i.e.	 controlled cut rate while slicing.
and kerf width reduction can be obtained by:
1) Development of thin blade
2) Rotating crystal slicing system
Programmed slicing machines are now commercially available and overall
faster cutting speed are claimed. Effectiveness of the rotating
crystal system (4) was already demonstrated by slicing Gadolinium
Gallium Garnet with an I.D. saw. Since the rotating crystal system
only needs to cut half of a ingot, a thinner blade can be used to
slice same ingot size compared to an I.D. blade without rotated
crystal system, consequently leading to lower kerf loss. Blade liftime
has also increased about three times mainly due to the effective
cooling at the cutting edge. Thus, a most ideal slicing system for
the I.D. saw could be a programmed-rotating crystal-ganged T.D. saw.
-63-
4.0 DISCUSSION
k
	 Since the ultimate goal of JPL-DOE program is expressed in unit
of dollar per electrical peak output ($/Wp), the cost of silicon sheet
($/m 2 ) has to be converted to $/Wp through an intermediate conversion
parameter (or a mechanical-electrical con°,!ersion parameter); m2/Wp.
Minimum $/m2
 does not necessarily lead to minimum $/Wp because the
electrical quality of the sliced wafers (surface damage) and thickness
dependence of solar cell output, for example, were not considered in
the formation of the silicon sheet. This gives an expression:
$/Wp z ($/10 2 ) x (m2/Wp)
Once the conversion parameter (m 2 /Wp) is obtained as a function of
solar cell thickness, the wafer thickness, which will give a minimum
$/Wp, can be obtained by minimization of the product of two functions;
$/m2 and m2 /Wp. This process is illustrated in Figure III-2 for the case
of the I.D. saw wafers.
The conversion parameter, m2 /Wp, also depends on the type of solar
cell fabrication, i.e., methods of junction formation, with and without
back surface field, etc. Thus, proper choice of a fabrication process
which is suitable to terrestrial solar cell application should be made.
This suggests that a systems approach is needed to optimize slicing process
(it may be called a subsystem of a whole solar module fabrication
process), in which input is a ingot and output is wafers which will
provide maximum electrical power output after solar cell fabrication.
Slicing conditions can be internal variables of this subsystem.
-64-
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Evaluation of the slicing experiments performed indicated:
o SAMICS cost assessment indicated that the I.D. saw slicing is more
favorable than the MDS saw and MWS saw techniques at present, and its
capability of automation, which is essential for large volume
production, adds advantage over the other two methods. Preliminary
results indicated that the I.D. saw slicing technique will meet the
slicing goal in 1982 without significant innovation of the slicing
techniques. However, significant improvement in blade package, slurry,
wire and machine capacity are needed to meet the goal for the MBS saw
and MWS saw.
o An advantage of lower kerf loss by the MWS saw slicing was obtained at
an expense of higher add-on slicing cost over the I.D. saw and MBS saw.
o Mechanical wafer parameters such as thickness variation, taper, bow
and roughness, were considerably better for wafers sliced with the
I.D. saw and MWS saw than for those with the MBS saw. Wafers sawn with
the I.D. saw (sliced at two IPM of cut rate) showed slightly better
parameters than those with the MWS saw.
o The add-on slicing cost should be assessed with the specification
of thickness, kerf loss, and diameter of the wafers to be sliced,
because they are the major parameters which will strongly influence the
overall slicing cost. Finally the surface damage generated by the
slicing methods should be investigated and the electrical power output
that can be obtained from the sliced wafer should be incorporated in
the overall assessment. In ether words, a systems approach in necessary
to obtain optimum slicing conditions.
r
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is	 o Preliminary results using thin I.D. blades was not successful mainly
due to low lifetime of the blade. Development of I.D. blades which
will give low kerf loss with long life is needed.
o The following areas of development of I.D. saw machine design are
suggested, to achieve further reduction of the cost:
(1) Improvement in machine productivity.
(2) Use of a rotating crystal system.
(3) Development of techniques to detect mechanical
instability (or vibration) of I.D. blades while
slicing, either due to blade head or loosness of
blade tension etc.
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APPENDIX I
APPLICV^`'N OF SAMICS TO THE
MULTIBI	 .,LURRY-_(MB _ . _MW _SLICING
11	 ^4
SLICING OF 3" WAFERS
A. DESCRIPTION OF THE SLICING
1. Batch Process; 219 Yielded Wafers Per Batch
2. Average Slicing C ycle: 10.6 Hours/Batch
Slicing Time:	 10	 Hours
Machine Down-Time *: 0.6 Hours
Total	 10.6 Hours/Batch
3. Wafers Per Operating Minute:
	
	
- 0.364 Wafers/Operating Minute10 x 60
4. Process Usage Time Fraction: 10.6-jo - 0.94
B. EQUIPMENT AND MANUFACTURING SPACE
1. Salvage Value: 10% of the New Machine Price
2. Manufacturing Space: Three (3) Times of a Machine Space
C. DIRECT LABOR REQUIREMENT
1. General Assembler:
Ingot Mount on Graphite: 15 Minutes
Ingot Mount on Machine: 6 Minutes
Ingot Demount From Machi!^e: 6 Minutes
Wafer Demount and Degrease: 90 Minutes
Final Clean: 13 Minutes
Operator's Attention: 24 Minutes
Total
	
	
154	 Minutes/Batch
2.57 Hours/Batch
PRSN * YRS Conversion
	PRSN * YRS/Machine/Shift = 2.57 x 10 86- 	
 
	
x 1 = 0.242
.8
For Operation of Three (3) Shifts Per Day, 345 Days Per Year,
Including Vacation and Sick Days Etc.
PRSN * YRS = 0.242 x 4.7 = 1.14
'-.	 I
4SLICING OF 3" WAFERS (Continued)
2. Maintenance Mechanics 11
Blade Package Tensioning and Alignment: 0.5 Hours/Batch
PRSN * YRS Conversion
PRSN * YRS/Machine/Shift - 0.5 x
10	 8
x	 - 0.047
.6 
For an Operation of Three (3) Shifts Per Day, 345 Days Per Year,
Including Vacation and Sick Days Etc.
PRSN * YRS = 0,047 x 4.7 - 0.22
0. DIRECT MATERIAL REQUIREMENT
1. Blade Package: Three (3) Batches can be Sliced Using a Blade Package
2. Slurry: Slurry was Used for One Batch Slicing Orly
*Machine Down Time (Hours/Batch)
Blade Package Alignment and Tensioning: 	 0.33 Hours
Ingot Mount: 0.1 Hours
Ingot Demount: 0.1 Hours
Miscellaneous: 0.07 Hours
Total 0.6 Hours/Batch
FORMATA
PROCE0SUESCRIPTION
'- U w ^ ^wn*^ ^wv^ ^ vwom^mwwv
4| w'"".^M°m"o -
	
MB5-_
A.'	 D,`,w,nm`(Vpo"'wV
	
Slicin-0f 3"
PART I - pNODWCT DESCRIPTION
A3 P ' vdu,1 HuImvx/ _-MBS~3___________~
A4 N ^o*u'Qwm,ipxm" -^» ^^  fmr_
thickness	 l].2 mils.
---	 -	 -
4* -_Wafer_(8 hatch Of 219 
PART 2- PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
xh Uo'I^nHm,	 _--_ __-	 Units (given oo|i.wA6) Pei Operating Moww
A/ Av~/wuo|/^nutSuo*/	 -___ ----~_	 _-^_-^__ CoenkuK4/owom
A8 P,'^*s,WaVvTxo,F/^*/m` o. 9-4_ ___-___ Avm age Nmohmcf Opel mi/xK/NxmNmPv.ki.m/*'
PARKD - EQUIPMEWmCOST FACTORS
Ag C"n/pmmo/Ru|um/ __
AI0 8^wR/,m Year I'm PuoUa*Price __'_^- 7Z___
All Pv/C.1`o*,P`iov ($ PO Component) ___25."-_-OOO--'__	 _--.----__--_	 --- --	 ___
A}? A^v/xVwtedUvfv|L/ko(Yao^) —__--__^-__	 __--------'	 ~-----
A78 8d|vdH, Vahv' ($P,/ [^ ` mu,xmoU 2,500'--^^^-_
300
"./
	
^ o ` ,	 I	 . .
^
Iofnfat A P1uces%041160OP110n ICL`1ftlnued)
A14	 Process Relewil (Fount 1'4iga 1)
	
_MBS
PART 4 — DIRECT REOUIREMENTE PER MACHINE
A16 A17 AIS A19
Catalog Amount Requited
Number Requirement Description Per Machine U11116
A 2064 p Manufacturing Space (Type A)	 54
B 3064 D enera1 L^	 mhjr	 _  1.14 ^8	 * .YES__
B 3736 D -Maintenance Mechanics II Q. 22
_ _ „1	R,* AM-
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER BATCH (A continuous process has a "batch" of one unit)
A20 A21 A22 A23
Catalog Amount Required
Number Requirement Description Per Batch Units
_ G 1012 D Shellac Clgar Spry _0.1 _	 Can
G 1030 D Cement, Do All No Load
 0.4  _	 Lbw_
G 1016 D Graphite Beam Mount 0.5  Each
^G 1032 D 400 Grit^SiC, 12 Lbs.
G 1034 D P.C.	 Oil 1.8 Gal,
G 1036 D TCE, Tech.	 Grade 2 Gal._
G 1038 D Multiblade Package 1/3 Pka.
(Continued - Attachment A)
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCTIS) REQUIRED
A24 A25 A26 A21
Product Yield Factor
Reference Product Name (Usable Output/Input) Units
__.GSI G_ - _ _Grind 3" Si	 Ingot  --._.-	 135.__ 	 -- _Wafer/Kg
Prepared by	 Date __, ! 1'7,? -
f i t. Vl WA	 ; (
	 Wt	 toll	 "	 11, 71
Y
ATTACHNTA
PART 5 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER BATCH_ (Continued from Page 2)
..	 A20	 A21	 A22
Catalog	 Requirement Description 	 Amount Required
Number	 Per Machine
_C 1032_6_	 Electricity	 5
D 1064 D	 Rejected Wafers	 11
A23
Units
KW Hour
Wafe r
COMMODITIES PER CYCLE
P11 P12 P13 P14	 P16
Catalog Annual Uninflated Inflated	 i	 Commodities	 1
Number Quantity Price Price	 Expense
r
G 1012 D 45.7 $ 3.01 $	 137
G 1030 D 182.8 $ 5.24 $	 958
G 1016 D 228.3 $	 1.88
i
$	 429
G 1032 D 5,480 $	 1.35 $	 7,398
G 1034 D 822 $ 4.74 +	 $	 3,896
j
G 1036 D 913 $ 3.50 $	 3,196	 !
G 1038 D 152.2	 117r,-nn $ 26.636
UTILITIES PER CYCLE
P16 P17 P18 P19 P20
Catalog Annual Uninflated Inflated Utilities
Number Quantity Price Price Expense
1032 B 2,283 $ 0.032 $	 73
Prepared by . Date _ u	 -_-. -
REVERSE:	 SIDE JPL	 3040-5	 11,.+77
f
i^i
8	 PROCESS WORK SHEET
JBT PROPt ! LSION LANORATORY
Cal fornio /nrlelnle of Tnhnolosyg pnn Oa! Grore !)r / FauArna, CrU' 91103
P1 PROCESS REFERENCE 	 MBS
LABOR PRICES AND COSTS PER MACHINE
P2 P3 P4 P2 P3 P4
Catalog Inflated Catalog Inflated
Number Price Cost Number Price Cost
B 3064 D $	 8,748 $	 9,973
B 3736 D $ 12,744 $	 2,804
I
,	 I
t
t_	 J
BYPRODUCTS PER CYCLE
P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10
Catalog ,Annual Uninflated Inflated Byproduct	 ^ Byproduct
Number Quantity Price Price Expense Revenue
D 1064 D 4,800 t
i
$ - 0.041 $	 197
Al 3040 — ,	 11 11
jI
SHEE TCOMPANY WORK 
wl ^ W^fco
W2
W3 M
-BS__-__--_-_-_.
W4
_	
u	 In ot
W5 l35
W6
 _
WJ _274,725-----
W8 466,992 
W q 0.588
WlU $ 22,800
------
W11 $ 13,4K06
W12 50
W13 29.4
W14
_	 $ 12,777________
W15 $	 7,513
W10
-~-----
Wl7 $ -^42^_^05O
W18
Wl9
W20 $ 13/406
W21
W22
W23
-~~~~--
^^.^^^^^^^^
W24
_^ 4 
W25
W26
W27
-------
W28 --~~---
W29 $ 40,6'0
W30 $ 0.80
'------------------'
W31 -------
^
`
^
SLICING OF 4" WAFERS
A. DESCRIPiION OF THE SLICING
l. Batch Process: 193 Yielded Wafers Per Batch
2. Average Slicing Cycle: 21.5 Hours/Batch
Slicing Time:	 20.5 Hours
Machine Down-Time*: 1.0 Hours
Total	 21.5 Hours/Batch
3, Wafers Per Operating Minute:	 = 0.157 Wafers/Operating Minute
2 S4	 P^^C^S^ Usage Time, Fraction: ^`/_ = 0-95^	 '	
^l.5	 '
B. EQUIPMENT
-
AND , MANUFA.CTURING SPACE
l. Salvage Value: 10% of the New Machine Price
2, Manufacturing Space: Three ( 3) Times of a Machine Space
C. DIRE CT
l. General Assembler:
.^
Ingot
lngOt
Ingot
Wafer
Final
Total
Mount On Graphite:
Mount OD Machine:
Demount on Machine:
Demount and Degrease:
Clean:
t0r's	
_-_
	
15	 Minutes
	
6
	
Minutes
	
6	 Minutes
	
A0	 Minutes
	
13	 Minutes
	
27	 Minutes____^
	
157	 Minutes/Batch
= 2,52 Hours/Batch
PRSN * YRS Conversion
8	 |PR3N * YRS/M^^h1np/Shi^t = 2 b2 X 	 x	 = 0.122'	 '	 2|.5	 R	 '
For Operation Of Three /3\ Shifts Per Day, 345 Days Per Year,
Including Vacation and Sick Days Etc'
PKSN * YK5 = 0 122 X 4.7 = 0.573
^
^°	 !
v.
'
^^^
SLICING OF 4" WAFERS (Continued)
2. Maintenance Mechanics II
Blade Pakage Tensioning and Aligning: 1 Nours/Batch
PRSN * YRS Conversion
PRSN * YRS/Machine/Shift - 1 x 21 $5 x 1 - 0.047
For an Operation of Three (3) Shifts Per Day, 345 Days Per Year,
Including Vacation and Sick Days Etc.
PRSN * YRS = 0.047 x 4.7 = 0.22
D DIRECT MATERIAL REQUIREMENT
1. Blade Package: One and a Half 0 2) Batches can be Sliced Using a
Blade Package
2. Slurry: Slurry was Used for One Batch Slicing Only
*Machine Down Time (Hours/Batch)
Blade Package Alignment and Tensioning: 	 0.7 Hours
Ingot Mount: 0.1 Hours
Ingot Demount: 0.1 Hours
Miscellaneou s: 0.1 Hours
Total 1.0 Hours /Batch
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
it 1 11, 1141111110 11 1 Millis U
f	 bpoll I "r •1 
7, 
1 , 	 n
1
	
/it 1 P4,	 Cild	 ^I:)j
Ai	 Ploo-S4 Hviviefil	 MBS
A2	 Description(Optiondl) - 5lic-ing . _qf_A _diameter Si ingot by MBS saw
PART I - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 pjo(Ijj,j Referent	 ._- -MRS-a__
A4 Ninieut Description —.4" wafers sliced by MBS saw, Kerf width 13 mils and wafer .._
thickness	 13 mils.
A5 units OtMeasure .—A4fer_ (a batch of
PART 2 - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6 Output Hditu 0.157- ---- Units (given on Ime A5) Per OpetidmoMmute
A7 Average Time at Station Calendar Minutes
AB Process Usage Time Fraction 	 —. -Ao K, Aveiage N1. 1 1 111WI of Opioating Minutes Per Nfinult
PART 3 - EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS
A9 (,omponent Referent
AIO Base Price Yedi r For Purchase Price
All Purchase Price ($ Per Component)
Al2 Anticipated Useful Lite (Years)
A13 Salvage Value ($ Per Component)
A14 Cost of Removal & Installation ($/Cornponent)
11't	 f). I	 .	 !	 .
is
n^-~-~^'- ------~-^^ -	 -- -	 ---' '----
^	 ,
I.xow/ A M'"insDxux/pwwv'(Cwnvw`ed}
PA14T 4 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE
A|6 A17 AY@ A19
C111wug Amount Requited
xx/m6w Re^mxommnvD°so/pnon pot Mwoh.ow
_ A 2064 O Ma	 \_____6U________ Soq.a^e. Feet___
_ B 3064 D
	
_
General Assembler 0,573 PR3N +.YKS____
_83736 D Maintenance 22 PRSN * YRS_
PART 5-DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER BATCH (A continuous process has m'buuh^oY one unit)
A20 A21 A22 A23
Catalog Amount Required
Number Requirement Description Per Batch Units
_G1012 D Shellac Clear Spray 0.1 d1L___'_
G 103 Cement, Do All No Load 0.4
._G 1018 D Graphite Beam Mount I  Each_____
_G_l032 D SiC,	 400 Grit 12
G 1034 D P.C.
	
Oil 1.8
G_ . lO36 D TCE, Tech. _Gal,_
G1U38 D l
 ?/^_______
(Continued - Attachment A\
^WPART 6-^TR^^INDUSTRY PRODUCT($) REQUIRED '
A24 A25 A26 A31
Product Yield Factor
Rofenmono Product Name	 ((Js^h,eOvtuvt/|opu,) Unw.
/^Pvmwmvmdbn _____'_-_-/^/^---_~^^^^J_--'__-' ___-^'___ ' - -'_-
 Date . ^/ '
"/w/m wx
	
/ " l
	 m. ' '.	 '/.''
i
-_^
^
^
'.
ATTACH ELI NT A
PART 5 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER BATCH (Continued from Page 2)
a.
A20	 A21	 A22	 A23
Catalog	 Requtvment Description	 Amount Required	 units
Number	 Per Machine
. ^ i o	 p _ _ klectriqity 	 10	 KW Hour 	 .
D 1054 D __ RejQcted Wafers	 37	 Wafer
COMMODITIES PER CYCLE
P11	 P12	 P13	 P14	 Pis
G
Catalog
Number
1012 D
Annual
Quantity
51.8
Uninflated
prim
$ 3.01
Inflated
Price
Commodities
Expense
166
G 1030 D 207.3 $ 5.24 1,086
G
G
1018
1032
D
D
518
6,218
$	 .88
$	 1.35
456
3,394
G
G
1034
1036
D
D
933
1,036
$ 4.74
$ 3.50
4,422
3,626
60,445G 1038 D 345.4 $ 175.00
UTILITIES PER CYCLE
P16	 P17
	 P18	 P19	 P20
Catalog	 J
Number
Annual
Quantity
0.,inflated
Price
$ 0.032C 1032 D 5,181
Inflated	 Utilities
Price	 Expense
166
Prepared by	 ---Date _ __ _.-
	
REVERSE SIDE NI L- 3040-°S	 '11177
t	 h
E
i Y
€	 PROCESS WORK SHEET
$aT ►a;OMBION LANORA"MY
C^fonrfi lsiniwe o17'rcbnolel^Y
'9800 04I Brorr M. / ►rrw40", mil. q  JO!
P1 PROCESS REFERENCE
	
MBS»4
LABOR PRICES AND COSTS PER MACHINE
P2	 P3	 P4	 P2	 P3	 P4
Catalog	 Inflated~
Number	 Price	 Cost
I
I
Catalog
Number
Inflated
Price Cost
B 3064 D
B 3736 D
$	 8,748 $ 5,013
$ 12,744 $ 2,804
BYPRODUCTS PER CYCLE
P5	 P8	 P7	 P8	 P9	 P10
Catalog
Number
Annual
('Wantity
Uninflated
Price
$ -0.19
Inflated
Price
Byproduct
Expense
 
Byproduct
Revenue
$ 3,640D 1064 D 19,160
i
JPL 3040 ^ S	 11/77
r
'	 r
COMPANY WORK SHEET
W1	 Wafco
W2	 4" Wafer, 100,000
W3 MBS-4
Wq	 4" Ingot
W5	 67.2 Wafer/K.g
W6	 1,488.1 Kg
W7	 636,943
W8	 471,960
Wg	 1.35
W10 $221800
W11 $30,780
W12 50
W13 67.5
W14 $7,817
W15 $10,553
W16 -------
W17 $78,585
W18 $166
W19 $3,640
W20 $30,780
W21 67.5
W22 $10,553
W23
W24 $78,585
W25 $166
W26 $3,640
W27
w2s -------
W29 $78,585
W30 $1.41
Prepared by ^1^&Z	 Date/
APPENDIX II
APPLICATION OF SAMICS TO THE
INTERNAL DIAMETER (I.D.) SAW SLICING
r'
SLICING OF 3" WAFERS
A. DESCRIPTION OF THE SLICING
1. A Continuous Process
Cut Rate:	 Two (2) Inch/Minutes
Wafer Yield: 96%
2. Average Slicing Cycle Per Wafer: 1.912 Minutes
Slicing Time:	 1.875 Minutes
Machine Down Time*: 0.037 Minutes
Total	 1.912 Minutes
3. Wafers Per Operating Minute:
1	 0.533 Wafers/Operating Minute1.875
4. Process Usage Time Fraction:
1.875 . 0.98
1.912
B. EQUIPMENT AND MANUFACTURING SPACE
1. Salvage Value: 10% of the New Machine Price
2. Manufacturing Space: Three (3) Times of a Machine Space
C. DIRECT LABOR REQUIREMENT
1. General Assembler
Ingot Mount: 0.023 Minutes
Blade Dressing: 0.014 Minutes
Wafer Demount: 0.100 Minutes
Final Clean: 0.060 Minutes
Operator's Attention: 0.030 Minutes
Total 0.227 Minutes/Wafer
PRSN * YRS Conversion
PRSN * YRS/Machine/Shift:
0.227 x 8 x 60 x1.912	 8 1x 60 0.119
R
a
a
.t
'	 1
iSLICING OF 3" WAFERS (Continued)
For an Operation of Three (3) Shifts Per Day, 345 Days Per Year,
Including Vacation and Sick Days Etc.
PRSN * YRS = 0.119 x 4.7 a 0.56
2. Maintenance Mechanics II
Blade Mount and Tensioning: 0.017 Minutes/Wafer
PRSN * YRS/Machine/Shift:
0.017x ,. 9--2- x 8 x 60 	 0.009
For an Operation of Three (3) Shifts Per Day, 345 Days Per Year,
Including Vaction and Sick [lays Etc.
PRSN * YRS = 0.009 x 4.7 = 0.042
D. DIRECT MATERIA , 11QUIREMENT
1. Six Inch (6 ) I.D. Blade
Lifetime of the Blade: 3,000 Cuts
*Machine Down Time (Minutes/Wafer)
Blade Replacement, Tensioning and Initial Blade Dressing: 0.015 Minutes
Two Tensioning in Blade Life: 	 0.005 Minutes
Blade Dressing:	 0.014 Minutes
Miscellaneous:	 0.003 Minutes
Total	 0.037 Minutes/Wafer
G
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
ALT PROM 1 , 11110N LANORATUAW
c Jill-w's rl+unnw W 71 hnmb.rr
,Niw r).,i 60"1r !)r / r.O..044nr. CrGI 7,' lAr
Al	 Process Referent
A2	 DescriptionlOptionall _ _.li.d.11.1_Qf.X diamettg^ silicon i ngot with I.D. saw.
PART 1 - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 Product Referent
	
_____ I . D. -3-13-2
A4 Name or Description ._311wafers s liced with I.D. 	 saw, 13 mils wafer thickness,
12 mils Kerf	 width, at two in/min of cut rate.
AS Units Of Measure 	 !safer
PART 2 - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6 Output Rate 0.533	 Units (given online A5) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station -	 Calendar Minutes
A8 Process Usage Time Fraction 0.98	 Average Number of Operating Minutes Per Minute
PART 3 - EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS
A9 Component Referent STC -16
A10 Base Price Year For Purchase Price 1977
All Purchase Price t$ Per Component) 35 Os 00: __
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) 7	 _	 _ .-• -_
A13 Salvage Value ($ Pei Component) 3,500
A14 Cost of Removal & Installation ($/Component) 	 _	 400 _.	 ___ _^ ^• -.	 ^^...___ _. »_
.11'1_	 .1011 . ;,	 I I	 /.
k	 1
3
Fofmrt A Process Description IContrnued)
A 14 Process Referent (From Pape 11	 I.D.
PART 4 —DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACH
A16 All A18 A18
Catalog Amount Required
Number Requirement Description Per Machine Units
-_L20fig h Manufacturing Space: (Type A) 80 Sguare Feet.
B^3064 D General Assembler 0.56 PRSRS
B 3736 D Maintenance Mechanics II 0.042 PRSN * YRS
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER BATCH (A continuous process has a "batch" of one unit)
A20 A21 A22 A23
Catalog Amount Required
Number Requirement Description Per Batch Units
G 1012 D Shellac Clear Spray 1,25-x 10"4 ran
G 1 014 D Epoxy Paste 4.17 x 10-5 Gal
G 1016 D Graphite Beam Mount 2.16 x10-3 Each
G 1020 D _Coolant, Rust-Lick 0.95 x 10-3 Gal,
G 1026 D 6"	 I.D. Diamond Wheel Blade 3.33 x 10 -4 Each
G_1022 D Blade Dressing Stick 1	 x 10-4 Earth_
G 1024 D Blade Dressing Stick	 _ 1	 x 10+3 Each
.(Continued - Attachment A)
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCTIS) REQUIRED
A24 A25 A26 A27
Product Yield Factor
Reference Product Name (Usable Output/input) Units
GSIG	 _Grind 3" Si Ingot	 J.4
	
Waf'er/Kg_.__.
Prepared by
	
_!V :_.--^^^ G -- -- - -- -- ---- Date
	
RLVI n51 SIOU
	 JPL .1011 - %	 11/ 71
1ATTACHMENT A
)IRECT REQUIREMENTS PER BATCH (Continued from Page 2)
A21	 A22	 A23
Requirement Description
	
Amount Required	 Units
Per Machine
Catalog
Number
._C._1032_..6.__	 Electr icitY _ . _	 0.045	 KW Hours
_ .C_Ll.?.A 	 .0.07Cubic Feet
--G 104n n ..	 d	 2.1 x 10" 	 Gal.
Re,jegted Wafer
	
0.04	 Wafer
8	 PROCESS WORK SHEET
ART PSOIULSION I,ARARATORYSST
	 1"1011*10 of TiV4100108y4800 0sk Grove Dr. / Anadow, Cdil. 91103 	 I . D.
P1 PROCESS REFERENCE
LABOR PRICES AND COSTS PER MACHINE
P2	 P3	 P4	 P2	 P3	 P4
Catalog
Number
Inflated
Price Cost
$ 4,899B 3064 D $ 8,748
B 3736 D $12,944 $	 544
Catalog	 Inflated —
Number	 Price	 Cost
BYPRODUCTS PER CYCLE
P5	 P6	 P7	 P8	 P9	 P10
Catalog
Number
Annual
Quantity
Uninflated
Price
Inflated
Price
Byproduct
Expense
Byproduct
Revenue
D 1064 D 4,000 $ -0.041 164
JPL 3040-S	 11177
E
COMMODITIES PER CYCLE
P'll	 P12	 P13	 P14	 Pie
Catalog
Number
G 1012 0
Annual
Quantity
- — ------------
12.5
Uninflatod
Price
$	 3.01
Inflated
Nice
Commodities
Expense
38
G 1014 D 4.17 $ 23.63 99
G 1016 D 216 $	 1.88
---- - -----
406
G 1020 D 95 $	 3.65 347
G 1026 D 33.3 $ 57.00 $ 1,898
G 1022 D 10 $	 3.44 $	 34
G 1040 D
G 1024 D
2.1
100
$ 22.00
$	 1.08
46
UTILITIES PER CYCLE
P16	 P17	 Pie	 pig	 P20
Catalog
Number
Annual
Quantity
Uninflated
Price
Inflated
Price
Utilities
Expense
C 1032 B 4,500 $	 0.1,, 32 $	 144
C 1128 D 7,000 $ 0.00566 $	 40
Prepared by	 Date
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3040-5 11/77
t.
COMPANY WORK SHEET
W1 men .
W2 I" Wafer. loo.noo
W3
W4	 31, Si Ing2t
W6 .._675,7. Ag	 ..
W7	 187,617 Minutes
W8
W9
	 0,385
	
.
W10 _.$ 31 9QO
W11	 $ 12,29?
W12 ^o Sg. Ft.
W13 30.6 SS ,. Ft.
W14 _$ 5,443
W15 $ 2 096
W16
	
-------
W17
.S. ^..,.	 .
W18 $ 184
W19 $ 164
W20 $ 12,282
W21 30.8 S	 .	 Ft.
W22 $ 2,096 
W23
W24 _	 ^_ 2,976
W25 $ 184
W26 $ 164
W28 -
------
W29 $ 2,976
W30 $ 0.17
W31 - -----_
Prepared by	
^^"'	
Date j^l
t
r
A. DESCRIPTION OF THE SLICING
1. A Continuous Process
Cut Rate:	 Two (2) Inch/Minutes
Wafer Yield: 96%
2. Average Slicing Cycle Per Wafer: 2.532 Minutes
Slicing Time:	 2.500 Minutes
Machine Down Time*: 0.032 Minutes
Total	 2.532 Minutes/Wafer
3. Wafers Per Operating Minute:
2.w  - 0.4 Wafers/Operating Minutes
4. Process Usage Time Fraction:
2.500 s 0.99
2.532
B. EQUIPMENT AND MANUFACTUIRNG_SPACE
1. Salvage Value: 10% of the New Machine Price
2. Manufacturing Space: Three (3) Times of a Machine Space
C. DIRECT LABOR REQUIREMENT
1. General Assembler
Ingot Mount:
	 0.023 Minutes
Blade Dressing:
	 0.014 Minutes
Wafer Demount:	 0.100 Minutes
Final Clean:	 0.060 Minutes
Operator's Attention: 0.030 Minutes
Total
	 0.227 Minutes/Wafer
*	 PRSN * YRS ConversionT
PRSN * YRS/Machine/Shift:
0.227 = 0.09
2.532
Y
 
tk
SLICING OF 4" WAFERS (Continued)
For an Operation of Three (3) Shifts Per Day, 345 Days Per Year,
Including Vacation and Sick Days Etc.
PRSN * YRS * 0.09 x 4.7 * 0.42
2. Maintenance Mechanics II
Blade Mounting and Tensioning: 0.013 Minutes/Wafer
PRSN * YRS/Machine/Shift:
2'W * 0.005
For an Operation of Three (3) Shifts Per Day, 345 Days Per Year,
Including Vacation and Sick Days Etc,
PRSN * YRS * 0.005 x 4.7 * 0.024
0. DIRECT MATERIAL REQUIREMENT
1. Eight Inch (8") I.D. Blade
Lifetime of the Blade: 4,000 Cuts
*Machine Down Time (Minutes/Wafer)
Blade Replacement, Tensioning and Initial Blade Dressing: 0.011 Minutes
Two Tensioning in Blade Life:	 0.004 Minutes
Blade Dressing:	 0,014 Minutes
Miscellaneous:	 0.003 Minutes
Total	 0.032 Minutes/Wafer
z
a
s
r
{,1
o
1
r
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
F'ORMIAT A
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
"It rpnrtv . WON LANURAVOIRW
i .da, i ar,r lNiuta^r nl Tr baelrY
ON1 N0 016 1"For !3r / Pas.r4.00. CW11 II !A!
Al
	 Procuss Hefuient ._...._ .I-x L
A2	 Description (Optional)	 ing,of 411 djamg1tr silicon  i n1 of with I . D.  saw.
PART 1 - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 Product Referent ...x.;1 3' 2 _..,
A4 Name or Description — ate' -WA 'erg sl i cod wi th 1. D. saw, 13 mi 1 s:wafer thi ckness ,
13 mils Kerf width	 at two in/min of cut rate.
As Units Of Measure -- 	 Wafer
FART T - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6 Output Hate 0+ 4 	 Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station
 Calendar Minutes
AS Process Usage Time Fraction 0. 99	 Average Number of Operating Minutes Per Minute
PART 3 - EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS
A9 Component Referent SIC-22
A10 Base Price Year For Purchase. Price 1977
All Purchase Price 1$ Per Component) 40.0,.0__._
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) .____I 
A13 Salvage Value (S Par Component 1 4,000
A14 Cost of Removal & insvillation M/Component) 	 404
AIL J0 711 - a	 t I
M111n ►r1 A Plocoss Ouvioptlon IConl ►nuedl
A 14 Process flOmp .nt 111rom Pope 11 — 1#0# 	 ..._.
1RT 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS F1-R M 1q.Hj ,
AIR	 All
	
A16	 A19
Cala.op	 Amount Required
Number	 Requn.mant Description	 Per Machine	 Units
A 2064 D Manufacturing Space (Tye A) 80  Sguare_ Facet
B 3064 D General Assembler 0.42 PRSN * YR.__„
8 3736 D Maintenance Mechanics II 0.024 PRSN * YRS
PART 5 -- DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER BATCH IA continuous process has it "botch" of one unit)
A20 A21 A22 A23
Catalog Amount Required
Number Requirement Description Per Batch Units
G 1012 0 Shellac Clear Spray 1025 6 19-4 'Can 
G 1014 D Epoxy Paste 1Q,4 	 10-4 Gal^__..
G 1018 D _ Graphite Beam Mount 3.7 x	 10' 3 Each
. 
G 1020 D Coolant, Rust-Lick 1.3 x Ig: 3 Gal.
G 1028 D 811	 I.D., Diamond Whee l	 Blade 2.5 x 10 -4 Each.
G 1022 D Blade Dressing Stick 1	 x 10- 4 Each
G 1024 D Blade Dressing Stick 1	 x 1Q
-3
Each
(Continued - Attachment A)
PART d -- INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCTISI REQUIRED
A24 A25 A26 A21
Product Yield Factor
Reference Product Name	 (Usable Output/Input) Units
-
-GSIG Grind 4" Si I nn oft  -	 76.8_._—____ . -Wafer/K
Prepared by	 oat. ?l1 f ;^_
4~11 VI 0151 'SIM	 JPt	 1011	 '.n	 1 1/ r!
aATTA;IIMI.,^,^,'tA
PART 5 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PAR QA 	 (Continued from Page 2)
A20 A21 A22 A23
Catalog Requirement Description Amount Required Unitt
Number Per Machine
C 1032 D Electricity 0.06 KW Hour s
^C^11 28 D_._,.... _Wafer, 	 .	 ^.^. 0.07 C ubic Feet_
G 1040 D I.D.	 Blade Tensionin2 Fluid 2.1	 x	 10`' Gal. +
^ D 1064 0 Rejected Wafer 0.04 Wafer
t
BYPRODUCTS PER CYCLE
P5	 P6	 P7	 P8 _ P10__
Byproduct
Revenue
292
P9
Catalog
Numbe r
—_
Annual
Quan tity
---- —_ _--_ —_
Uninflated
Price
_---------------
Inflated
Price
Byproduct
Expense
D 1064 D 4,000 $ -0.073
B	 PROCESS WORK SHEET
JCT PROPULSION LAMORATORT
fohformia IMJf110110F of Terhhology
48nn Oak Grote Dr. / Poia/eho, Collf. 91103
P1 PROCESS REFERENCE
LAOOR PRICES AND COSTS PER MACHINE
P2	 P3	 P4
Catalog
Number
inflated
Price
$	 8,748
Cost
$ 3,674B 3064 D
B 3736 D $ 12,944 $	 311
P2	 P3	 P4
AI L 3040—S	 11111
4COMMODITIES PER CYCLE
P11
	
P12	 P13	 P14	 PIS
Catalog Annual Uninflated Inflated Commodities
Number Quantity evice Price Expense
G 101 2 D 12.5 $	 3.01 38
G 1014 D 10.4 $	 23.63 246
3?6G 1018 D 370 $	 .88
G 1020 D 130 $	 3.65 475
G 1028 D 25 $ 150.00 $39750
G 1022 D 10 $	 3.44 34
100 $	 1.08G 1024 D 108
G 1040 D 2.1 $	 22.00 46
UTILITIES PER CYCLE
P16	 P17	 P18	 P19	 P20
Catalog
Number
Annual
Quantity
Uninflated
Price
Inflated
Price
Utilities
Expense
C 1032 B 6,000 $ 0.032 $	 192
C 1128 D 7,000 $ 0.00566 $	 40
Prepared by	 Date
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3040-5 11 /77
COMPANY WORK SHEET
W1
	 WafcQ W17 $55,023
W2	 4 1' Wafer, 100,000 W18 $ 232
W3 W19 $ 292
W4	 4" 51 Ingot W20 $ 18,502
W5	 76.8 Wafer/Kg W21 40.6 Sq.	 Ft.
W6	 130?.1 .Kg W22 $ 2,024
W7	 250,000 Minutes W23
W8	 491,832 Minutes W24 $ 5,023
W9	 0.508 W25 $ 232
W1 O	 $" 36.400 W26 $ 292
W11 A 18,502 W27
rrrrrrk.
t	 W12	 80 SQ.	 Ft. W28 -------
t	 W13	 40.6 Sg.	 Ft. W29 $ 5,023
W14	 $ 3,985 W30 $ 0.24
W15 __x2,024 W31 -r-----
f
Prepared by	 ^E^l_S7^^ Date ;?'/
Al
APPENDIX III
APPLIMION OF " ; ,lICS TO THE
-- ----- W
MULTIWIRE SLURRY (MWS) SAW SLICING
SLICING OF 3" WAFERS
A. DECCRIPTION OF THE SLICING
1. Batch Process: 158 Yielded Wafers Per Batch
2. Average Slicing Cycle: 9.5 HOurs/Batch
Slicing Time:	 8.58 Hours
Machine Down Time*: 0.92 Hours
Total
	
9.5 Hours/Batch
3. Wafers Per Operating Minutes:
158	
= 0.307
8.58 x 60
4. Process Usage Time Fraction:
8.58 . u.90
9.5
B. EQUIPMENT AND MANUFACTUIRNG SPACE
1. Salvage Value: 10% of the New Machine Price
2. Manufacturing Space: Three (3) Times of a Machine Space
C. DIRECT LABOR REQUIREMENT
I. General Assembler
Ingot Mount on Ceramic: 10 Minutes
Ingot Mount on Machine: 5 Minutes
Ingot Demount From Machine: 5 Minutes
Wafer Demount and Degrease: 65 Minutes
Final Clean: 10 Minutes
ODerator's Attention: 25 Minutes
Total	 120 Minutes/Batch
= 2 Hours/Batch
PRSN * YRS Conversion
PRSN * YRS/Machine/Shift:
2 x 9.5 	 1 = 0.21
rt.	 ^1
SLICING OF 3" WAFERS (Continued)
For an Operation of Three (3) Shifts Per Day, 345 Days Per Year,
Including Vacation and Sick Days Etc.
PRSN * YRS = 0.21 x 4.7 = 0.99
2. Maintenance Mechanics II
Wiring:	 20 Minutes
Arrange Angle and Position: 20 Minutes
Total
	 40 Minutes/Batch
0.67 Hours/Batch
PRSN * YRS Conversion
PRSN * YRS/Machine/Shift:
0.67 x 985 x 8 _ 0.071
For an Operation of Three (3) Shifts Per Day, 345 Days Per Year,
Including Vacation and Sick Days Etc.
PRSN * YRS = 0.071 x 4.7 = 0.33
D. DIRECT MATERIAL REQUIREMENT
1. Slicing Wire (High Tension Wire): 0.92 Kg of the Wire was Consumed
in a Batch Process.
2. Slurry: Slurry was Used for One Batch of Slicing Only.
*Machine Down Time (Hours/Batch)
Wiring Time: 0.33 Hours
Ingot Mount: 0.08 Hours
Ingot Demount: 0.08 Hours
Arrange Ingot Positon: 0.33 Hours
Miscellaneous: 0.10 Hours
Total	 0.92 Hours/Batch
L
q	 4
g
I 	 +'
i .	
1
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
Vr PROPI 1 1•06IQN LARORATORY
401j '.6111 ")  IsrutMr d Tr, hhaf•,r,
iM"w 0 i Groh fir / A#I.Wt1N, Crld 91 IN
Al	 Process Relerent 	 _._ _. MWS
A2	 Description (Optional) Slicing of 3" diameter silicon  ingot by 	 saw.	 _ tl
PART 1 - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 Product Referent .., 	 MWS-3
A4	 Name or Description 	 3" wafers sliced
wafer thickness 10.6 mils.
by MWS saw.
	
Kerf width 7.9 mils and
Ab Units Of Measure	 Wafer (a batch of 158)
PART 2 - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6 Output Rate	 0.307 Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station Calendar Minutes
AS Process Usage Time Fraction 	 0.90 Average Number of Operating Minutes Per Minute
PART 3 - EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS
A9 Component Referent Yasuna a (-100
A10 Base Price Year For Purchase Price 77
All Purchase Price 1$ Per Component) 28,000
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) 7	 —	 -- - .-
A13 Salvage Value ($ Per Component) _ 2,800
A14 Cost of Removal & Installation ($/Component) 300
"'L	 .,py ,	 t . i i
FI►Imat A P► ocuss Oescriplwo iContrnued)
A14 Process Referent (From Page 1)
PART 4 -- DIRECT REQUIREMENT= PER M&C"IM6
A16	 A17	 All	 All
Catalog	 Amount Rnluired
	
Numtwr	 Requirement Description 	 for Maaltine	 Units
A 2064	 Man l^f.4._.ctur_ ng Sa cp,(Tyge A) 	 40	 .-5lauere Eeet....
..._A N§4.Q._._ General Asses bler ^	 n g4	 ^.RRSN.-t--XI'.5----
	
,_,,,,,x, 3736 D	 Maintenanca . Mpchaning 11 .
	
6-13	 ..._P.RgN *..YR-q .-
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER BATCH IA continuous process has a "batch" of one unit)
A20	 A21	 A22	 A23
Catalog	 Amount Required
Number	 Requirement Description	 Per Batch	 Units
	
G 1012 D	 Shellac Clear Spray 	 0.1	 _,_, cam_
	
G 1014 D	 Epoxy Paste
	 6 x 10 -3	 Gal
	
G 1014 D	 Ceramic Block for Mounting	 1	 Farh
	
G 1042 D	 16 um Alumina Lapp i ng 'fir 	11	 1 he
	
.. . G 1034 0	 P-C- 0i 1	 -R8.	 gal
	
G 1036 D
	 TCE, Tech. Grade	 1.4	 Gal
	
G 1046 D	 High Tension Wire
	 .92	 Xq
(Continued - Attachment A)
PART d — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT461 REWIRED
	
A24	 A25	 A26	 A27
	Product	 Yield Factor
	
Reference	 Product Name	 (Usable Output/Input) 	 Units
_Grind 3" Si Ingot
Prepared by .. _ _ ^^C^_ _	 Date	 /J'.. ___
A.
HIM 1151 111M	 J/'l 1071 - `o	 I I/ )I
I
L
PROCESS WORK SHEET
JET FROP411,110M LA14004TORV
'r Pololcohfov.wid 1F.11111. of Tr hopeldly
4866 0A Covir Dr, / Powdeow, Codif S11103	 MwSPI PROCESS REFERENCE
LABOR PRICES AND COSTS PER MACHINE
P2	 P3	 P4	 P2	 P3	 PAI
Catalog
Number
Inflated
Price
$	 8,748
Cost
$ 8,661A 2064 D
B 3736 D $ 12,744 $ 4,206
Catalog Inflated
NumOr Price Cost
4
BYPRODUCTS PER CYCLE
P5	 P6	 P7---	 P8	 P9	 P10
Catalog	 Annual	 Uninflated	 Inflated	 Byproduct	 Byproduct
Number	 Quantity	 Price	 Price	 Expense	 Revenue
D 1064 D	 3,000	 $ -0.029	 $ 87
JPL 3040 - `,	 11 / I
COMMODITIES PER CYCLE
P11	 P12	 P13	 P14	 P15
Catalog
Number
Annual
Quantity
Uninflated
Price
----Inflated 
Price
^^ Commodities
Expense
G 1012 D 63.3 $	 3.01 $	 191
1	 G 1014 D 3.8 $ 23.63 $	 90
G 1044 D 633 $	 .21 $	 133
$	 5,570G 1042 D 6062 $	 .80
G 1034 D 557 $	 4.74 $	 29640
G 1036 D 886 $	 3.50 $	 3,101
G 1046 D 582 $ 50.00 $ 29,100
UTILITIES PER CYCLE
P16	 P17	 Pie	 P19	 P20
Catalog
Number
Annual
Quantity
Uninflated
Price
Inflated
Price
 Utilities
Expense
C 1032 B 1,329 $ 0.032 $	 43
Prepared by	 Date	 _-
NEVEHSE SIDE JPL 3040^S 11(77
1
rF
I	 .
ATEAY"
PART 6 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS EIR §ffC (Continued from Page 2)
A20	 A21	 A22	 A23
	
Catalog	 Requirement Description	 Amount Required	 Units
Number	 Per Machine
	
. 5 og Q	 E	 r i t	 2.1	 KW Hours
	D 1064 0	 Rejected Wafers	 6	 Wafer
W17 . -J 4O 82L 5
W18 1 ,43
W19 $ 87
W20
	
18 ,590
W21	 29. 2 Sq. Ft.
W22 $ 99380
W23-------
W24 $ 40,825
W25 $44 3
W26 _	 87
W27
W28 -------
W29 $ 40,825
W30 $ 0.85
W31
a
COMIPA V ARK SNIT
W1 Wafco ._.
W2 _ 3" Wafers.,--1-00-,-O00
W3 MW5
W4 3"	 Ingot
X15 193.8 Wafers K
W6 _ 516 Kg
W7 325 1 733 Minutes
W8 447,120 Minutes
W9 . 0.729
W1O 1 25,500
W11
 
18,590
W12 40 S	 .	 Ft.
W13 29.2 s	 .	 Ft.
W14 $ 12j867
W15 $ 9,380
W16 -------
Prepared by
	
Date
J
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APPENDIX IV
A NEW COST ACCOUNT CATALOG FOR SAMICS
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APP_EN IX_V
ABBREVIATIONS
ABBREVIATIONS
	
MBS:	 Multiblade Slurry
	
MWS:	 Multiwire Slurry
	
I.D.:	 Internal Diameter
	
IPM:	 Inch Per Minute
	
SEM:	 Scanning Electron Microscope
	
RMS:	 Root Mean Square
	
SAMICS:	 Solar Array Manufacturing Industry Costing Standards
